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ABSTRACT
Background: Nowadays WSN is used in security application, since lot of security issues exist in
communication. To overcome these issues, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) based switching algorithm
has been designed for a stable data aggregation in the tree network. In tree structure, sink node is fixed
based on packet aggregation from different sensor nodes. These sensor nodes have been continuously
recharged by MDP based on switching algorithm from unequal energy level to equal energy. Objective:
In this work, a Revise Packet tree based Byte Stuffing (RPBS) algorithm proposed to protect the
information from attacker in tree structure nodes constructed in a network. To enhance the security of
packet transmission from source to destination, in every level check the availability of packets and
identify an efficient path. Byte stuffing is a process to add some bytes for every packet before
transmission, those packets contain frame, and the data’s are divided into frames. Result: Simulation
output shows that the proposed RPBS to achieve better Security and less traffic comparison with the
Existing, also analysis as minimum Network overhead, lesser End to End Delay, reduced Packet drop
Rate, and improved Transmission ratio. Conclusion: In present RPBS to reduce the traffic use byte
stuffing technique, after the packet received, the added bytes are removed, all information’s are
maintained by buffer. Link layer provides the data link between two or more nodes depending on the
nearest neighbour node list. The nodes combine a link from different location of nodes using link layer.
Byte stuffing nodes locations are also monitored to recover the original data from received packets to
obtain efficient communication.

KEYWORDS:

Revise Packet tree based Byte Stuffing, Synchronous transmission, Time clock, Tree structure based
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INTRODUCTION
A WSN-wireless sensor network contains a more number of nodes are placed in network environment to be
monitored, ACA- traditional ant colony optimization based routing algorithm [9]. In WSN sensor node equipped
with little device, small battery and microcontroller are fixed in sensor node. Source node senses the data and
forward through the path to reach Base station (BS) known as sink node in network. All sensor nodes do not
have same battery level, little amount of battery available in sensor nodes. Regards energy consumption is a
critical factor in routing protocol designed for WSNs. Nowadays lot of opening for telecommunication are
available in wireless and mobile networks, the wireless communication have developed into one of the most
familiar technologies [14]. Presence of microelectronics, the sensor nodes is of low cost, smaller and light
weight device, and their batteries are also smaller [10]. Difficult to change the low energy or inactive nodes in
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network, nodes having energy borders. Many applications use a high mobility of communication network and
telecommunication in transportation application [3]. Source node routes the efficient path to destination node,
for telecommunication in a network with different Quality of Service [11]. TS-Tabu search method to solve
issues of attacks in simulation is used in applications like scheduling, energy allocation, and waste management
[17].
Search method is used, it to minimize the energy usage of network nodes and also Occurs at more balanced
transmission among the node and network lifetime is increased. Aim of this algorithm is to improve the network
lifetime by cautiously defining link cost of route path as a function of remaining energy of the node and the
remaining transmission energy of node, which link uses. Minimum energy consumption and increasing a
lifetime are the most basic conditions for better performance of Network. Network lifetime depends on the
energy availability of node after transmission, and cost of link between nodes. Main factors are high network
lifetime and minimum energy usage of particular routing [7]. The presented algorithm is EPWSN- energy and
path aware ant colony algorithm for routing in wireless sensor networks [18], then present ACLR-ant colony
optimization based location-aware routing to optimize secured path in Wireless sensor network environment,
nodes in network move frequently along the network to track location of neighbour nodes [24]. The Tabu
search avoid low energy level node to minimize the load of communication. Packets are transmitted in hop by
hop [17]. This comparison has been carried out in terms of routing cost, energy consumption and traffic
occurrence. Simulation output reports that the approach is effective and efficient in finding high quality
solutions for maximize the lifetime of WSNs and minimize the average cost of routing. Then minimizes
communication load and maximizes energy savings.
The main objective of the paper is enhancing security and reduce traffic occurrence using Revise Packet
tree based Byte Stuffing algorithm (RPBS). This paper contains five sections organized as follows: Section 2
presents the many works done and related to the load balancing issue and energy efficiency with routing
algorithms, in Section 3, the proposed approach and its details are presented. The network environment,
simulation results analysis is presented in Sections 4 and the paper concluded in section 5.
Related Works:
The contributions of various scholars are studied for analyzing the merits and demerits in order to enhance
the consequences for making the system work better. Shi Kyu Bae, et al., (2015) [4] proposed a new tree
construction algorithm for TPSN, attains minimum complexity ratio and achieves better efficiency to TPSN’s
synchronization method. Presents algorithm’s performance has been evaluated by simulation. The reports are
shown to be better than the original algorithm used in TPSN. TPSN, the prominent that WSN time
synchronization protocol can improve the performance by using an efficient tree. In analyzing result indicates
that the proposed algorithm can generate better tree than TPSN’s method. It is expected to be a proposed
algorithm used for other time organization protocols which implemented a tree-based chain of process.
Mehmmood A. Abd, et al., (2015) [1] Present EGT-evolutionary game theory used to stabilize the traffic
load to available sub-regions. In CGT-classical game theory is used to choose the best node to stabilize the load
in the sub-region of network. This two-level approach defined to be an efficient answer for load balancing and
improving network lifetime. The analyzed results given GTEB provide outstanding parameters in the network,
such as the energy consumption, and traffic. Presented low overhead protocol can make WSNs operate longer
for a given energy reserve. GTEB does not currently support speed.
By Yulong Zou, et al., (2015) [26] proposed motivated to inspect the security vulnerabilities and issues
transparent wireless communications between nodes available in network and provide an efficient method for
improving the wireless network security. Security requirements of wireless networks are authentication, packet
availability, and availability issues. Security attacks encounter in wireless networks is presented in vision of the
network protocol architecture then the potential security issues are discussed at each protocol layer. Jamming
attack such signal intrusion can be removed using wireless communications. The FHSS method is capable of
efficiently guard against some of the known physical-layer jamming attacks, the frequency hopping pattern
agreement between the rightful transmitter and receiver in Wireless network is challenging. FHSS with
physical-layer security analyze the characteristics of each channel in Wireless sensor network. Degan Zhang, et
al., (2012) [27] presents a FAF-EBRM -An energy-balanced routing method based on forward-aware factor; the
nearest neighbour hop node is chosen according to the responsiveness of link cost and transmission energy
consumption. FAF-EBRM which balances the energy consumption, enhance network lifetime, fault acceptance,
and minimize the true node failure.
Shaobo Mao, etal., (2014) [16] Propose an optimal stationary energy allocation (OSEA) algorithm used to
iterate the data’s. In packet transmission unlimited data backlogs are occurred that shows the OTEA-optimal
transmission energy allocation policy is monotone with respect to the amount of battery energy available after
communication in each node. The sensor node reaches a high-quality trade off between the energy consumed for
transmission and sensing to achieve a huge amount of total transmitted information’s, two cases of the sensor
lifetime, a fixed value and a random variable.
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Shibo He, et al., (2013) [13] inspects two forms of the issues; point provisioning and path provisioning.
Point provisioning uses minimum number of readers to certify that a static tag placed in any location of the
network will receive enough recharge rate for constant process. Path provisioning defines a speed of node from
one place to another stronghold node movement sometimes it goes out of coverage area. Presents the optimal
scheme applies to minimize a number of attackers in sensing models.
Alejandro Proano, et al., (2012) [19] presents a jamming attacks occurred process get overhead, adversary
node cause this type of attacks, find and removing the attacks use cryptography network security in proposed
method. Estimate crash of chosen jamming attacks on network protocols such as TCP and routing. To filter out
the chosen jamming attacks put minimum efforts. Then create three techniques to identify jammer so prevent the
real-time packet collection. This integrates cryptographic techniques such as encryption and decryption scheme
to improve security and reduce the overhead for communication.
Andrey Bogdanov, et al., (2012) [5] proposes a book framework to enhance side-channel collision attacks
and divide-and-conquer attacks such as DPA -differential power analysis. An information-theoretical metric is
introduced for the evaluation of crash detection efficiency. Enhanced methods of measurement decrease for
side-channel traces are created based on a statistical model of Euclidean distance calculation. The collision
attacks are detected and removed during a Packet transmission using 8 bit RISC microcontroller. Measure a vital
open issue to come up with a development of the unified framework to analytic attacks. Successfully applied
this metrics similar to those of collision attacks remove such kind of attacks during communication.
Sumitra Menaria, et al., (2011) [15] Proposed Ad Hoc Networks drop quarry to the Insider Attacks,
introducing a better intrusion detection systems ideal for insider attacks. To create an efficient intrusion
detection system is compulsory to understand effects of attack occurrence. Survey the effect of different attacks
such as black hole attack, dropping attacks for route request and route reply, flooding attacks. Three attacks are
determined to remove from network, to analyse poverty of performance of network due to attack, which can be
further used to analyze the development in performance due to detection system implementation.
Raoul Prevost, et al., (2011) [20] presents a decrypt received message in the presence of bit stuffing. It is
based on a Viterbi algorithm which utilizes the conditional transitions of an appropriate extended trellis. The
acceptor is analyzed with AIS-automatic identification system messages constructed with a 16 bit CRC and a
modulation scheme is GMSK-Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying. Stuffed bytes are added after frequent data’s
available in packets as requested by the AIS recommendation. Simulated the packet error bit available is
detected and removed from packet using this redundancy method.
Joaqun Recas Piorno, et al., (2009) [21] This provides a fast, an efficient and reliable solar prediction
algorithm which determines weather-Conditioned Moving Average (WCMA) that is able to sense energy use in
different condition under authentic process. Then it minimizes the error of the predicted value down to only upto
90% by EWMA during highly variable weather condition. Giuseppe Anastasi, et al., (2009) [2] survey minimize
node usage energy for particular transmission in WSNs. Present a systematic and comprehensive taxonomy of
the energy conservation method that reduce delay, and provide energy efficiency. This method to energy
reduction, important aspect which estimate more deeply is the combination of the different methods into a single
off-the-shelf practical answer involves cross layer optimization technique.
Li-Ming He, et al.,(2008) [12] presents a creation of spanning tree for all the nodes in the network by
communications child node finds a packet. Tree is split into many sub trees, one sub tree synchronization
technique time Synchronization of the whole network is reduced. Result estimation and simulations are achieves
a less synchronization error than RBS apply this method. A spanning tree all nodes are connected with another
node in routing path. Subtree contains the whole synchronization process can be split into multiple repeated subprocesses, called subtree synchronization method.
Ying Xiao, et al., (2006) [25] choosing a set of link based disjoint paths starts from s node to neighbour t
node, total cost of the path is reduced and delay of the path is also minimized to specified point. It is integrated
with an ILP- integer linear programming problem. GCSDP(k) issues in every path is able to assure a specified
bound on its delay together contain the same optimal objective values. The GCSDP(k) issues analyzing possible
solutions for any issues created. Proposed algorithm can be sub-routing a path to detect efficient result to the
GCSDP(k) issue. The link-disjoint minimum paths issue is a special case of the minimum cost for packet flows;
this method is motivating to monitor the new ideas of developing a optimal efficient algorithm to find minimum
cost of packet transmission.
Ranveer Chandra, et al., (2007) [8] presents a beacon-stuffing, which occur at a minimum bandwidth
communication protocol for IEEE Mac address 802.11 networks has Access point to communicate directly with
clients. It activates the clients to receive data from neighbour Access point are disconnected or when connected
to another Access point. Our scheme is complimentary to 802.11 associations and works by overloading 802.11
organizing packet frames that are not damage the link between nodes. There are two keys are used, clients
receive beacons from Access points even when they are not associated to them. Next, able to excess fields in the
beacon and other management frames to implant information. This technique requires minimal cost path is
chosen to reach the clients and APs, when Beacon-stuffing enables.
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Fikret Sivrikaya, et al., (2004) [23] survey a inherent properties of sensor networks such as incomplete
resources of energy usage, high number of nodes, buffer storage, bandwidth to make traditional synchronization
methods unsuitable for these networks. Nowadays an increasing research focuses on scheming synchronization
algorithms especially for sensor network environments. Receiver synchronization of RBS totally removes the
attacks at the sender node; it is hop by researchers to perform improved than classical sender-receiver
synchronization. In receiver-receiver synchronization sent four messages and receive three messages for
synchronize two nodes in network, as the sender-receiver synchronization requires only 2 sent and 2 received
messages.
Manish Bhardwaj, et al., (2001) [6] presents the source node actions within that region, base station
position, number of nodes, path loss rate, efficiency of node electronics and the energy available on a node, is
removed. In sensor networks it focus on factors that contain maximum potential impact on network
characteristics. Include both analytical arguments and extensive network simulations, the bounds to improve
lifetime and reduce energy usage for each transmission.
Proposed Method:
Proposed a Revise Packet tree based Byte Stuffing algorithm, Source node needs to transmit packet to sink
using tree structure, there is no security mechanism, to improve it use a new Revise Packet tree based Byte
Stuffing. Packet get revised, it is some changes occurred for packets to fill data with some bytes, simulation
node updates its position so newly sensed data’s are attached for already received packet to reduce the traffic
occurrence. If new packet generated and sends to sink takes more time and consume energy causes traffic in
transmission.
RPBS algorithm follows the Synchronous transmission, it transfer the packets continuously to next
neighbour in allocated time clock, each transmission the clock has been started and stops it received the Packet,
it gives the particular interval time for all transmission then reduce the end to end delay. Synchronous
communication tree network data packets are transmitted in upstream and received in downstream from source
to root node. In synchronous network is a network in which clocks are forced to executed, many type, at the
same rates, or at the same rate with a fixed relative point dislocation, within a specified coverage range. It takes
a lot of endeavours to achieve minimum traffic occurrences. Networks are partitioned into different sector
depends on the sector forming tree structure, child node takes the some energy node and then parent node have
another energy level node, and so on Up to reaches the root node. Only use the synchronous mode in data
transmission.
Byte-oriented framing protocols:
In synchronous byte-oriented protocol, transfer a sequence of inactive character in larger transmission
range, it provides a control codes in packet for transmission to neighbour node. During transmission the sender
input packet is not same as in output packet of receiver side, there are some security issues, to reduce by using
the Revise Packet tree based Byte Stuffing algorithm (RPBS). Nodes perform communication that exchanging
data between two nodes, they contain data packets and acknowledgement signals.
Block Diagram:
In synchronous mode node transfer packets timer clock starts, allocates particular time. Low energy nodes
are identified using tree structure organization only choose same energy level node for efficient transmission in
network, other remaining minimum energy nodes are consider as drop attacker node, removed it from network,
it cause the reduction in packet drop rate. Using RPBS algorithm to minimize delay time for communication and
enhance security because transmission rate is improved. Packet bytes are stuffed after sender send to near node,
receiver received this packet, and removed the stuffed bytes present in a network. Finally traffic occurrence of
overall network is removed based on RPBS algorithm.
Tree structure checks level by level, isochronous signal, it is a signal that time interval separating any two
vital instants is equal to single unit interval otherwise multiple unit interval time. Differentiation in the time
intervals are constrained within specified restrictions; the complete frame is transmitted as a contiguous string of
bits and the receiver endeavours to store in synchronism with the received bit stream for the duration of the
frame.
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Fig. 1: Overall architecture Diagram
Revise Packet tree based Byte Stuffing algorithm steps given below:
Step 1: Start the program.
Step 2: Packet Data are separated into frames.
Step 3: Add the bytes to frames before transmission Pack<-frame+byte
Step 4: Send frame to Destination Pack->D.
Step 5: Destination receive the Frame D=(pack).
Step 6: Check the condition for synchronization, t1<-pack, t2<-pack,..tn<-pack.
Step 7: Remove byte from packet frames Pack<-remove (byte).
Step 8: Stop the program.
Root node or sink node aggregates data from different path in tree, nodes get terminate the process dropping
attack occurs. A Drop attack is immediate fall down data during data transmission.
Drop attacks indicate the transmission fault for insufficient node. Packet size is larger than compared node
capacity, then it has been analyzed by node energy level and node bandwidth, for allocating the radio coverage
range measured in meter. Routing protocol use Dynamic source routing to allocate the path in tree dynamically,
link layer support the path allocation from child to root node efficiently, every step check the node connectivity
using link layers available routing.
Attacker is initially identified and removed from path, only choose secured and efficient path for source to
sink communication in WSN using RPBS. During dropping attack occurred, because of inconvenient condition
nodes are not maintained in steady state, all nodes having individual IP address. Using this IP address trace the
node activity in different level and take extract report, Network have be a busy condition, node does not take
multiple process, because only choose transmission or receiving process. Nodes are updated the position and in
random direction.
Packets transmitted frequently without any disturbance of dropping attack, at first check the nodes
performance in a network. Usual action strength use a synchronous byte oriented protocol has been transmission
of packet from one node to another. Each broadcast is received; a reply packet represents success or failure need
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to rebroadcast. Prior to fresh one able to start all succeeding transmission of information contains a response
acknowledgement signals to the previous transmission.
Performance Analysis:
Network Simulator NS-2.34 version is used to simulate present work RPBS algorithm. NS-2 is an object
oriented tool command language, and is a scripting language. It supports to simulate network Technologies
WSN, MANET, and VANET. NS-2.34 is based C++ language, very easy to understand the code, and to
implement a lot of protocol designs. In our simulation, 50 sensor nodes move around a 1100 meter x 900 meter
square region for 45 seconds simulation time. All nodes have the same coverage range of 200 meters. Mac
address 802.11 is inbuilt to design, in simulation setting and parameters are summarized in table.
Table 1: Simulation setup
No. of Nodes
Area Size
Mac
Radio Range
Simulation Time
Traffic Source
Packet Size
Mobility
Protocol

50
1100 X 900
802.11
200m
55 sec
CBR
512 bytes
Random Way Point
LEACH protocol

Simulation Result:
Figure 2 shows that the proposed RPBS method uses tree structure routing path an efficient one compared
with existing MDPS as [10]. It enhances security to detect and remove the attacks occurred in network, and also
reduce the traffic during transmission based on synchronous mode transmission.

Fig. 2: Proposed RPBS Result
Performance Analysis:
In simulation to analyze the following performance metrics using X graph in ns2.34.
End-to-end delay:
Figure 3 shows Time delay calculated by the time taken to transmit packet from start point to end point,
individual node is traced by IP address. In proposed RPBS method end to end delay is reduced compared to
Existing method RMR, NARP, LTDMS, and MDPS.
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝒕𝒐 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒚 = 𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 − 𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒕 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆
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Fig.3: Graph for Mobility Vs. End to End Delay
Packet drop Rate:
Figure 4 shows Packet falls during transmission between sender nodes to route path that occurs when one or
more packets, failure to reach the receiver node based on node capacity of network. Some node has lower
capacity to achieve the receiver node. In proposed RPBS method Packet drop rate is minimized compared to
Existing method RMR, NARP, LTDMS, and MDPS.
𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒅
𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒑 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 = (𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕
∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅

Fig.4: Graph for No of Nodes Vs. Packet Drop rate
Transmission ratio:
Figure 5 shows Transmission ratio is measured by no of received sent from no of packet sent in particular
speed. Speed instance is varied, but this simulation fixed speed is 100(bps).In proposed RPBS method
Transmission ratio is increased compared to Existing method RMR, NARP, LTDMS, and MDPS.
𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅
𝑻𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 = (𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕
𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕) ∗ 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒆𝒅
𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕
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Fig. 5: Graph for No of Nodes Vs. Transmission ratio
Communication overhead:
Figure 6 shows communication overhead, packet transmission, time taken to complete the communication
from source node to root node. The process takes a long time or repeated the process is communication
overhead occurred. In proposed RPBS method communication overhead is decreased compared to Existing
method RMR, NARP, LTDMS, and MDPS.
𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒅 = 𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒌𝒆𝒕 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏/𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒕𝒂𝒌𝒆𝒏

Fig.6: Graph for Mobility Vs. Communication overhead
Energy Consumption:
Figure 7 shows energy consumption, how long energy spend for particular packet transmission calculate
energy consumption initial energy to final energy level. In proposed RPBS method energy consumption is
reduced compared to Existing method RMR, NARP, LTDMS, and MDPS.
𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒖𝒎𝒑𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒂𝒍 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 − 𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚

Fig. 7: Graph for No of Nodes Vs. Communication overhead
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Network Lifetime:
Figure 8 shows that Lifetime of the network is measured by nodes, sometimes node operates out of energy
at particular time instance from starting to ending of the process. In proposed RPBS method Network Lifetime
is improved compared to Existing method RMR, NARP, LTDMS, and MDPS.
𝑵𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌𝑳𝒊𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 = 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒂𝒌𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒛𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒕𝒘𝒐𝒓𝒌/𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒍𝒍𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚

Fig. 8: Graph for No of Nodes Vs. Network Lifetime
Conclusion:
Wireless sensor network are fixed in a tree structure, for its arrangement depends on source node and root
node are connected. To reduce traffic issues in communication and enhance security, go for a proposed Revise
Packet tree based Byte Stuffing algorithm. Synchronous transmission is used to provide continues stream of
packet movement in particular time interval, all packets are transmitted in tree structure format, from source to
root node. The efficient path is analyzed; using the path to transmits packets and removes the attacker node, and
monitor behavior of a node. Simulated in NS2, is a discrete event simulator, Proposed method minimize
communication overhead, reduce delay time, achieve minimum of drop rate, improve transmission rate,
maximize network lifetime and consume low level energy. In future use automated packet regeneration
algorithm to analyze the Packet delivery rate.
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